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Abstract

In recent years, the rapid growth in wireless data traffic has posed not only
unique opportunities but also great challenges for the wireless industry. In
order to meet the growing demand without excessive cost or energy consump-
tion, one feasible option for the operators is to acquire more spectrum for
wireless communication. Unlike the lengthy allocation process for exclusive
spectrum licenses, secondary spectrum access is deemed as a flexible alter-
native to obtain additional spectrum at low cost. In particular, the VHF/UHF
TV band, so called ’TV White Space’, is considered as the most promising
candidate for secondary access thanks to its well defined primary usage and
favorable propagation characteristic for building penetration and wide area
coverage.

Therefore, secondary access in the TV band has been extensively stud-
ied by both academic and industry. Most of the research have focused on
the detection of ’spectrum holes’ with sensing technologies, while a few oth-
ers have provided high level analysis of the potential of TV white space with
simplistic secondary interference model for single secondary user. Only A
limited number of studies have investigated aggregate interference from mul-
tiple secondary users, but even these studies have ignored the adjacent channel
interference from secondary users close to the TV receivers.

Thus, in this thesis we first concentrate on examining the effect of harmful
interference on TV reception from short range devices transmitting on adja-
cent channels, and model the accumulative effect of multi-channel interfer-
ences observed in the measurement. Then the basic methodology for evaluat-
ing the potential of TV white space is developed in the second part of the the-
sis, where we propose a new analytical approach for regulating the secondary
transmit power that significantly outperforms the existing method in the regu-
latory framework. Finally, we combine the aggregate interference model and
the basic regulation methodology to extend the analysis from single user to
multiple user case, first with only users transmitting on different adjacent TV
channels and later also including users transmitting on co-channels.

Our performance evaluation have shown that the effect of adjacent chan-
nel interference at close distance is far from negligible and the accumulative
effect of multi-channel interferences has substantial impact on the scalability
of a secondary system. In fact, the adjacent channel interference proves to be
the primary limiting factor of the TV white space availability for low power
short range systems. Nonetheless, because the proposed approach can adapt
to varying environmental conditions and consequently utilize the spectrum
reuse opportunity more efficiently than existing frameworks, we can still note
considerable amount of TV white space available for short range secondary
devices.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Background

Secondary Access

In recent years, the wireless industry has experienced momentous growth. The wireless
communication have enabled the development of numerous innovative and user-friendly
mobile platforms and mobile services, which is becoming an integrated part of our daily
life. Therefore, it is not surprising to read the recent forecast of 20-30 folds increase
in wireless traffic [1] by 2015, and over 1000 folds increase by 2020! Of course, the
underlining assumption is that the mobile operator is able to provide enough capacity to
meet the growing demand. However, it is a challenging task to achieve with a solution that
is both affordable and flexible.

Generally speaking, there have been three main drivers for the increasing capacity and
higher data rate in wireless network: the evolution of wireless technology, the densification
of base stations and the acquisition of more radio spectrum. Traditionally, the development
of wireless technology with higher spectral efficiency has contributed considerably to the
improving network capacity. However, the current wireless access technology is already
approaching the theoretical bound of the spectrum efficiency performance. Any further
improvement would come at great cost of complexity and energy consumption. The de-
ployment of denser network has also been playing a key role in enhancing the system
capacity. Nevertheless, the cost for building new transmitter site is increasing rapidly. It
would require excessive investment to deploy a network dense enough to accommodate
the predicated traffic volume by 2020. Thus, even with better technologies and denser
networks, we still need a lot more spectrum than that is available today [2]. However,
current static spectrum allocation policy prevents the easy access to wider spectrum due
to its lengthy allocation process and high auction price, resulting in a so-called ’spectrum
scarcity’ phenomenon. It would discourage new entrant to the wireless market and hin-
ders the adaptation to changes in demand, market, and technology. On the contrary, recent
measurements have revealed that many of the allocated frequency bands are actually un-
derutilized either spatially or temporarily.

1



2 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

Figure 1.1: Secondary Access in TV White Space.

Motivated by these facts, a novel concept for spectrum re-use, the secondary access,
is developed to facilitate flexible spectrum usage by secondary service, e.g., mobile data
service. It allows the secondary system to access the geographically or temporarily unused
spectrum bands licensed to the primary service, on a non-interfering basis. To access the
spectrum and protect the primary user, the secondary user must rely on cognitive tech-
niques such as spectrum sensing or the use of geolocation database to detect the secondary
access opportunity and assess its interference inflicted on the primary user.

TV White Space

Among the spectrum bands potentially available for secondary access, the VHF/UHF
bands for digital TV broadcasting service, also called as ’TV white space’ (TVWS), is
considered as the most promising candidate. After the conversion from analog TV to dig-
ital TV, the TV system in Europe operates over the frequency bands between 470 MHz
to 790 MHz. Typical TV broadcasting network consists of high-rising TV towers with
high power transmitters. In order to minimize inter symbol interference (ISI) or to pro-
vide regional content, the TV programs are delivered over different frequency bands from
each TV tower or single frequency network (SFN). This combination of large coverage
area and fixed frequency allocation offers a unique opportunity for secondary access in TV
bands, as the primary usage is relatively easy to detect by implementing the geo-location
database. Besides, the propagation characteristic in TV bands is more favorable for wide
area coverage or indoor-outdoor coverage than most of the spectrum bands used for mobile
communications (e.g., the Universal Mobile Telecommunications System (UMTS) bands
and the industrial, scientific and medical (ISM) bands). Therefore, the abundant spectrum
in the TV bands has attracted enormous attention from industry and academic alike. [3]
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The opening of TV bands for secondary access was initiated by The Federal Commu-
nications Commission (FCC) in the US as early as in 2004. Later FCC published a revised
ruling in 2010 on secondary access in TV bands with more detailed technical specifica-
tions and regulatory requirements [4]. Ofcom, the regulator in UK followed the FCC’s
decision and opened up the first TV white space in Europe, and later cooperated with Elec-
tronic Communications Committee (ECC) to form up the Spectrum Engineering Group 43
(SE43), which is specially tasked to investigate the technical requirement for secondary
access in Europe. The recent publication by SE43, ECC report 159 [5], has established the
technical framework for secondary access in TV bands1.

Shortly after the pioneering rulemaking by FCC, the wireless industry has geared up to
develop standards for secondary access. Most noticeably, the IEEE working group 802.22
formed in 2004 had released a standard for Wireless Regional Area Network (WRAN)
using white spaces in the TV bands in 2011. Another prominent standardization effort
is the IEEE802,11.af ’White-Fi’ working group. This working group is set out to define
a standard for the implementation of Wi-Fi technology in TV bands, allowing a better
coverage and access to wider bandwidth compared to the traditional Wi-Fi in ISM bands
[6]. Prototypes of TV white space devices have been developed for various standards, but
no officially approval has yet been issued. The development of secondary systems in TV
bands is still at the beginning of a long journey.

1.2 Previous Work

In recent research, considerable efforts have been dedicated to the primary signal detection
problem, aiming at finding the ‘spectral holes’ via spectrum sensing [7]. A few recent EU
projects, such as, QUASAR, QoSMOS, FARAMIR and CogEU have extend the research
focus from purely discovering the spectrum hole to the exploitation of the secondary access
opportunity, based on both sensing and database approach [8]. In particular, the QUASAR
project, within which most of the research work of this thesis was performed, specifi-
cally emphasizes the evaluations of actual TV white space availability and the utility for
secondary access in Europe backed by empirical spectrum models and economical analy-
sis [9].

To model the effect of secondary interference on TV reception, measurement data for
TV to TV interference [10] and the results from the investigation of Long Term Evolu-
tion(LTE) deployment in 800 MHz band [11] have been widely used as the reference data
for any hypothetical secondary access scenario. Other recent measurements provide re-
sults for the effect of interference from 802.22 base station [12] or WiMAX base station
transmitting on a single TV channel, either on the same or adjacent to the receiving TV
channel.

Based on these records of TV receiver performance under interference, the regulators
proceed to also develop methodologies for calculating the maximum transmit power or
exclusion distance for secondary device. In their latest reports [5] [4], the frameworks are
still primarily designed for single secondary user only. Although ECC’s approach can be

1Its impact can be indicated by the almost 100000 downloads of the report in the year of 2011 alone.
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extended to multiple secondary users case by applying an additional interference margin
to the secondary transmit power, it does not guarantee any efficient spectrum usage.

Nevertheless, most of the recent studies attempting to quantify the spectrum opportu-
nity have applied these frameworks in their analysis. The authors in [13] had investigated
the TVWS usage case in the U.S. based on FCC’s framework with simplified models for
propagation and secondary system deployment. In a similar fashion, [9] presents the es-
timated TVWS availability in European countries. A comparison of the two frameworks
proposed by FCC and ECC is described in [14] via a case study of Finland. In most of
these works, the availability of TVWS has been quantified and represented in terms of the
varying number of available TV channels for a single secondary user at different locations.
The scalability of the secondary system, therefore, was not taken into account of the anal-
ysis, as the methodologies lacked the proper model for the aggregate interference from
multiple secondary users to the primary system. Besides, the deterministic model for adja-
cent channel interference (ACI) in the regulatory framework is rather simplistic and would
lead to pessimistic conclusions as in [15]. Thus, the previous analysis can only indicate the
potential of TVWS to a limited extent.

On the other hand, one common conclusion we can draw from these analyses is that
the secondary system with high power and tall tower is not a favorable candidate for sec-
ondary access in TV bands. Because an oversized secondary cell can not efficiently uti-
lize the highly localized spectrum reuse opportunity. Combining the analysis from both
technical and business perspective, [16] suggests that the commercial sweet point for sec-
ondary access in TV bands would be the deployment of short range system, e.g., ’Wi-Fi’
or ’Femto’ like systems, which coincides with the forecast that 70% of the wireless traf-
fic would be generated indoor by 2015 [17]. With the development of device-to-device
communication and the proliferation of smart phones and tablet devices, we can foresee
the scenario with portable/mobile secondary devices densely deployed in both indoor and
outdoor environments. Some of these devices would inevitably be located close to the TV
receivers, causing interferences from different adjacent TV channels used by the secondary
devices. Interestingly enough, the few existing studies on aggregate secondary interference
in TVWS [18] [19] have exclusively focused on the interferences originated from typical
’cellular-like’ secondary system deployed outside the TV coverage area.

1.3 Problem Formulation

As discussed above, despite of being in the spotlight of secondary access research for
several years, the spectrum availability of TV white space still has not been assessed in a
comprehensive manner, especially for short range systems. Thus our aim of the thesis is
to quantify the spectrum availability by exploiting the TVWS for the short range devices
with limited transmit power., not in the number of available TV channels for a single
secondary user, but rather in terms of the permissible transmit power or the maximum
number of simultaneously active users for a secondary system, Considering the potential
scale of the TVWS problem, we concentrate our effort on developing analytical models
and methodologies instead of pure simulation based approach, as its high computational
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cost inhibits our high level analysis.
More specifically, we can decompose our main problem into the following research

issues:

• Is it sufficient to protect the TV receiver from interference on only the co-channel
or a single neighboring TV channel?

Traditionally, TV receivers are not designed to tolerate interference, particularly the
interferences from adjacent channels. However, with the deployment of secondary
systems, the TV receiver would be inevitably subject to ACI from nearby SUs trans-
mitting on different TV channels. Thus, our first objective is to quantify and relate
the damaging effect on TV reception to the received power level of ACI. Then we
will investigate the effect of aggregate interference from multiple SUs transmitting
on different TV channels as it would have direct impact on the scalability of sec-
ondary systems.

• Is it possible to reliably estimate the adjacent channel interferences from multiple
secondary users randomly deployed inside the TV coverage?

All TV receivers are passive devices, thus their exact location can not be detected
by sensing. We can only presume that they are deployed anywhere inside the TV
coverage and estimate the interfering link distance between an SU outside the TV
coverage and the victim TV on the coverage boundary by geo-location database,
as in the co-channel interference (CCI) case. However, it would be challenging to
directly predicate the ACI link distance when the SUs are located inside the TV
coverage. Instead of always assuming the worst case scenario for the ACI links as
in the regulatory framework [5], we intend to approach the aggregate ACI problem
with stochastic models, through which we can establish the connection between the
varying TVWS availability and the environmental conditions at different geograph-
ical areas. The necessary statistics, such as user density, can be derived from the
information available in the geo-location database. We can then adjust the model
accordingly and achieve more efficient and flexible utilization of the spectrum reuse
opportunities for multiple secondary users.

• How to optimally exploit the TVWS for short range secondary system?

Although the optimal TVWS availability under aggregate interference constraint has
been the focal point of several recent studies, [18], [19], it has been investigated by
assuming the pathloss of the secondary interfering link is known. Such assumption
implies that only co-channel interference is considered. In our formulation of the
optimal resource allocation for secondary system, we will also include the constraint
on the accumulative effect of multi-channel interference and the uncertainty of the
ACI link geometry.

• Is it possible to simplify the regulation process for secondary access in TVWS
without sacrificing the efficiency of spectrum utilization?
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As the scale of the TVWS problem increases, even the resource allocation scheme
based on analytical methods would become too computationally demanding for the
geo-location database to promptly respond to the variations in demand or environ-
ment settings. Identifying a few key components that dominate the TVWS avail-
ability can help us to significantly simplify the regulation process with little risk for
compromising the protection of TV reception and optimality of TVWS utilization.

1.4 Thesis Contribution

As the main contributions of the thesis, we address the problems formulated above by
modeling of the effect of secondary interference on TV reception and proposing the ana-
lytical method to control aggregate interference and utilize TVWS availability optimally
for short range low power secondary system. These contributions have been presented in
five conference papers which are grouped into three chapters. Each chapter presents the
main contributions and limitations of the studies in the attached papers.

Chapter 2

In chapter 2 we focused on the modeling of the effect of secondary interference to TV
reception. With this respect, two stages of the problem were investigated: first with single
secondary user, and then with multiple users on different channels.

• Paper 1. E. Obregon, L. Shi, J. Ferrer and J. Zander, “Experimental Verification of
Indoor TV White Space Opportunity Prediction Model,” in 5th International Con-
ference Cognitive Radio Oriented Wireless Networks and Communications, 2010.
(CROWNCOM 10), Cannes, France, June, 2010.

• Paper 2. E. Obregon, L. Shi, J. Ferrer and J. Zander, “A Model for Aggregate Adja-
cent Channel Interference in TV White Space,” in IEEE 73rd Vehicular Technology
Conference, (VTC 2011-Spring), Budapest, Hungary, May, 2011.

In paper 1, we have investigated the effect of ACI through experiment in both lab-
oratory and real environment. Based on the measurement results, we obtained the ACI
protection threshold as a function of channel separation. This model is then used to verify
the indoor white space predication method developed in [20]. The author of this thesis is
mainly responsible for the designing of the measurement campaign and result analysis.

Paper 2 proposed a model for the accumulative effect of secondary interferences from
multiple channels. This model suggests that the weighted sum of interferences from dif-
ferent channels must be kept below certain threshold in order to prevent the TV reception
from being violated. The proposed model is then verified through extensive laboratory ex-
periments, whose results showed good agreement with the predication of the model. The
author of this thesis has proposed the analytical model based on initial observations from
test experiments and performed the measurement with the other co-authors.
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Chapter 3

Chapter 3 deals with the regulation of transmit power for single secondary user accessing
TVWS channel. An analytical approach for estimating the maximum permissible sec-
ondary transmit power is proposed in

• Paper 3. L. Shi, K.W. Sung and J. Zander,“Permissible Transmit Power for Sec-
ondary User in TV White Space,” in 7th International Conference Cognitive Radio
Oriented Wireless Networks and Communications, 2012, (CROWNCOM 12), Stock-
holm, Sweden, June, 2012.

In paper 3, one mathematical flaw of the original analytical approach in ECC report 159
was identified. Then the author proposed a new analytical method which was compared
to Monte Carlo simulation and showed significantly improved estimation accuracy. This
contribution has been accepted by SE43 working group and will appear in the future release
of ECC regulatory framework on TVWS.

Chapter 4

Finally chapter 4 extends the analysis of TVWS availability from single secondary user
case to multiple secondary users’ case. The problem is first investigated with consideration
of only ACI, and later together with the effect of co-channel interference.

• Paper 4. L. Shi, K.W. Sung and J. Zander, “Controlling Aggregate Interference
under Adjacent Channel Interference Constraint in TV White Space,”in 7th Inter-
national Conference Cognitive Radio Oriented Wireless Networks and Communica-
tions, 2012, (CROWNCOM 12), Stockholm, Sweden, June, 2012.

• Paper 5. L. Shi, K.W. Sung and J. Zander, “Secondary Spectrum Access in TV
Bands with Combined Co-Channel and Adjacent Channel Interference Constraint”,
in IEEE International Symposium on Dynamic Spectrum Access Networks (DyS-
PAN) (DySPAN 2012), Seattle, USA, October, 2012.

In paper 4, the author of this thesis developed a stochastic approach based on Poisson
point process to estimate the aggregate interference from randomly deployed secondary
users transmitting on different adjacent TV channels. Comparing with the existing frame-
work with deterministic ACI model, the proposed approach is more flexible and promotes
better TVWS utilization. A case study of the Stockholm region and applying the proposed
approach also suggests the existence of considerable TVWS availability for short a range
system.

Finally, the last paper combines CCI and ACI into a single aggregate interference con-
straint by incorporating the accumulative effect model and the stochastic approach for es-
timating ACI. Then the optimal resource allocation for a secondary system under the inter-
ference constraint is formulated as an optimization problem. By analyzing the optimal so-
lution, we identified that ACI had dominant impact on the TV reception and consequently
was limiting the TVWS availability for short range system with limited power. We further
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conclude that near-optimal solution can be achieved by controlling only ACI from short
range devices, which implies the possibility for substantial simplification in the regulating
process in this case.

1.5 Thesis Outline

The remaining of the thesis is organized in two parts. The first part consists of the sum-
maries of the performed studied through Chapter 2 to Chapter 5. Each chapter starts with
a short overview of the related studies as the motivation for the contributions outlined in
the main section. The limitation of our contribution is presented at the end each section.
Finally conclusions are drawn in chapter 6 together with a short description of interesting
issues for further investigation. The copies of the papers included in this thesis are attached
in the second part.



Chapter 2

Impact of Harmful Interference on TV
Reception

In this chapter we investigate the impact of harmful interference on TV reception. As a
promising solution to the spectrum shortage issue, secondary access in TV bands allows
unlicensed devices to access the locally unoccupied TV channels, so long as the TV recep-
tion quality is protected. As a result, these secondary users will cause harmful interference
to not only TV receivers on the same channel but also the ones close by receiving on ad-
jacent channels. In the following, we will outline our contribution in establishing the limit
for ACI from short range SUs based on measurement results from both in laboratory and a
real indoor environment.

2.1 Literature Review

Initial investigations on the feasibility of secondary access in TVWS have focused on the
impact of interference from co-channel and/or the first adjacent channel [12]. However,
experiments results from previous study on DTV to DTV interference issues [20] [10] sug-
gest that the TV receiver is vulnerable to the interference not only from the first adjacent
channel but channels separated far away. Therefore, recent experiment studies on WRAN
BS, 3G and WiMAX interference DTV have extended the range of the investigated adja-
cent channel to N+10 or N+15. These work aims at specifying the protection threshold to
guarantee the quality of DTV reception, i.e, the minimum ratio between the desired TV
signal level to the received interference power level. However, they only investigated the
interference from outdoor SU with high transmit power, the effect of interference from low
power SUs located in the proximity of the TV receiver has not been analyzed before.

Moreover, the protection threshold is defined for a single SU transmitting on a sin-
gle channel. The aggregate interference from multiple SU has been investigated in [21]
[22] [23]. However, the analysis in [21] applies only when all SU are transmitting on the
same channel, while the study in [22] [23] focused on only CCI and the effect of ACI are
not clearly specified. In particular, the threshold for tolerable interference received to the

9
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(a) Measurement Setup in Laboratory

(b) Measurement Setup in Apartment

Figure 2.1: Measurement Setup.

TV from multiple SUs or White Space Devices (WSD) simultaneously accessing different
channels has not been addressed yet. Considering the large number of potentially avail-
able TV channels, the understanding of multi channel interference in TVWS is of critical
importance for analyzing the scalability of secondary system.

2.2 Modeling of Interference from Indoor TV White Space Devices
(P1)

Contribution

In this paper we investigate the impact of interference from indoor SU on TV reception
using a set top antenna, a rooftop antenna or a cable. We also intend to verify if the direct
radiation into the TV receiver would cause any damaging impact on the TV reception.
Finally, based on the comparison between measurement data and simulation results for
real environment scenario (two different apartments), we can verify the TVWS predication
model developed in [20]. The first part of the measurement is carried out in the laboratory
environment. For calibration purposes, we directly connect the source of interference to
the TV receiver via cables and record the reference protection threshold level based on
visual distortion criteria (for measurement setup see Fig 2.1a). Then the interfering source
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is disconnected from the combiner and instead radiating into the TV receiver antenna from
different distance and on different channels. The maximum SU transmit power is recorded
when TV picture glitches become visible. The measurement is repeated for different TV
signal power levels. The resulting protection threshold obtained as

D

U
= PD
PU

. (2.1)

The measured protection ratio or desired signal to undesired signal ratio (D/U) is shown in
Fig 2.2. The protection ratio is not very sensitive to the TV signal strength, except the inter-
modulation product around channel N+9. Due to the limited selectivity of the TV receiver
filter, it is vulnerable to interferences from not only the first two neighboring channels, but
also channels with large frequency separations.

To verify the impact of direct radiation into TV receiver, we performed the measure-
ment within highly isolated environment with a TV signal source directly connected to the
receiver through a high quality cable. In the end, we observed no visible visual distortion
of the TV picture, even with 23 dBm equivalent isotropically radiated power (EIRP) at 0.5
meter distance. Thus, we conclude that the impact of the direct interference radiation is
negligible in TVWS analysis.

The second part of the measurement is performed in two different apartments. One is
unfurnished and is located in suburban with weak TV signal and the other is located in the
town center with good TV coverage and is fully furnitured. All three types of TV reception
setup are examined, i.e., set top antenna, rooftop antenna and cable (for measurement
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Figure 2.3: Estimated Usage Probability for WSD transmission in each adjacent channel

setup see Fig 2.1b). However, noticeable harmful interference is observed only in the
case with the set top antenna, due to the high pathloss to rooftop antenna and the high
isolation of cable. Nevertheless, not only the interference from first adjacent channels
would cause damaging effect on TV reception, but also channels around N+9 to N+11,
due to the aforementioned inter-modulation effect. Fig.2.3 shows the estimated channel
usage probability based on the measurement data as well as the simulation results using
the predication model proposed in [20]. Overall the simulation result exhibits similar trends
as the measurement data but predicts less TVWS opportunity than the actual measurement
data would suggest. One interpretation is the pessimistic propagation model leads to an
overestimation of the harmful interference.

In summary, the contribution of this work is the verification of the impact of harmful
ACI from indoor SU. We also confirm that the direct radiation of Interfering signal into
TV receiver box has negligible effect on the reception quality,

Limitation

Throughout the measurement campaign, we have judged the harmful interference based
on the perceived visual distortion of TV display. Such approach can provide qualitative
answers to whether the the ACI is causing damage or not. Nevertheless, quantitative mea-
sures, such as bit error rate, would be required in order to perform more detailed analysis
of the impact of the interference. Furthermore, due to hardware limitation, the maximum
EIRP of the SU is restricted to 23 dBm. Thus our analysis is limited to low power indoor
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secondary systemS. To extend the study to include other indoor system, such as Wi-Fi like
system, the SU transmit power should be increased to 30-40dBm level. Lastly, this paper
presents only results with only single SU, the aggregate interference issue is going to be
discussed in the next section.

2.3 Modeling the Aggregate Adjacent Channel Interference in TV
White Space (P2)

Contribution

During the previous measurement campaign, a cumulative effect of interference from mul-
tiple channels on the TV reception is observed: when multiple SUs transmit on different
adjacent channels with the required protection threshold level, the TV reception is still
violated. In this paper, we propose an analytical model to describe the effect of the ag-
gregate interference from multiple channels with different channel separations. According
to our model, successful TV reception requires the weighted sum of the interference from
all the channels to be below certain threshold. Thus the transmit power of simultaneously
active SUs on different channels will be restricted to a lower level than it could be when
transmitting alone.

Accumulative effect of Adjacent Channel Interference

To model the cumulative effect, we first define and equivalent CCI, Î that would result
in the same effect as the aggregate interference experienced on multiple channels. The
equivalent CCI is approximated by the weighted sum of all ACIs

Î =
m∑
k=1

Ik
γk
γ0
, (2.2)

where γ0 is the minimum SIR ratio for successful TV reception, and γk is the minimum
protection ratio of the kth neighboring channel. Ik is the ACI received on the kth neigh-
boring channel channel

Given the received TV signal S and γ0, we have Î ≤ S
γ0

. Thus the aggregate interfer-
ence must be constrained as

m∑
k=1

Ikγk ≤ S. (2.3)

Experimental Verification

The proposed model is verified against laboratory experiment results. Fig 2.4 depicts the
measurement setup. The major steps of the measurement are listed in the following:

• All connected SU are transmitting with maximum permissible power associated with
different channels as if they were transmitting alone.
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Figure 2.4: Measurement Setup for Aggregate Secondary Interference.

• If the TV reception is violated, decrease the transmit power of one or many sec-
ondary users, until no more visual distortion can be observed.

• Record the transmit power of each SU and calculate the weighted sum power.

As expected, the weighted sum power is always equal to or less than the desired TV
signal level, thus, we can conclude that the proposed model is verified. Fig 2.5 Illustrates
how the maximum permissible received interference in each adjacent channel decreases as
the number of simultaneously accessed channels increases. One implication of the accu-
mulative effect of multi channel interference is the reduced TV white space opportunity
for multiple secondary users. The aggregate effect of ACI can be clearly seen in Fig 2.6,
where a safe region is defined as the set of values of the interference that can be gener-
ated by the SUs without causing violation to the TV reception. We can easily see the safe
region shrinks down when aggregate adjacent channel interference (AACI) effect is taken
into account.

In summary, the proposed model predicates the accumulative effect of multiple channel
interference and shows good agreement with measurement results. In fact, a similar model
for aggregate interference is adopted in ECC report 159 later, although the accumulative
effect of multi channel interference is not explicitly explained.

Limitation

Similar to the measurement performed in the last paper, here we detect the TV reception
violation based on subjective measure, i.e., visual distortion of the TV display. To obtain
more numerically precise results, DTV signals should be demodulated to examine the re-
sulting bit error rate. Furthermore, only one type of TV receiver boxes is tested in this
work, and the protection threshold value of each adjacent channel is obtained through the
calibration process. However, the performance of different receivers vary significantly.
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Thus, we are aware of the fact that this drawback might limit extension of the conclusion
to more general cases. Nevertheless, similar characteristics of the accumulative effect can
be expected from other TV receiver boxes as well.



Chapter 3

Secondary access in TV bands by a
Single User

In this chapter we investigate the regulation of secondary access in TV bands by a single
user. A key aspect of the regulation is the setting of the maximum power level for the
secondary transmission. Recently both the FCC and ECC have published their regulatory
framework based on geo-location database, which is used to estimate the potential TVWS
at the secondary user’s location. However, the existing analytical method in ECC report
159 [5] was discovered to have significantly overestimated the permissible secondary trans-
mit power. Therefore, we proposed an alternative analytical approach for controlling the
secondary user transmit power as an input for the next release of ECC report. The proposed
approach provides reliable estimation of the permissible transmit power without additional
complexity. The details of our contribution are outlined in the following sections.

3.1 Literature Review

To regulate the secondary access in TV WS and protect the existing TV broadcast service,
the key is how to define the available TV channel for secondary reuse and the maximum
permissible transmit power for secondary user. FCC in US has taken the initiative in open-
ing up TV bands for secondary access and published the first regulatory framework in [4]
in 2010. In this pioneering work, FCC has defined an exclusive region or ’No-talk’ region
for each TV channel based on its coverage quality. The secondary user can rely on the
geo-location database, or in combination with sensing, to detect if it is inside or outside the
exclusive region of certain channel. Then they can transmit on all the available channels
with a fixed maximum power limit. This simplistic approach does facilitate its implemen-
tation, yet its limitation is also clearly noticeable: on one hand, the exclusive region might
lead to inefficient utilization of TVWS; on the other hand, a fixed maximum power fails to
reflect the impact of user density on TVWS availability.

Recently, Ofcom in the UK and ECC in Europe has published their regulatory frame-
works [24] [5] addressing the technical requirement for secondary access in TVWS. While

17
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co-channel secondary operation is still strictly forbidden inside the TV coverage, a key fea-
ture differentiating ECC’s approach from FCC’s is the variable maximum secondary user
transmit power, depending on its distance from the TV coverage. Visioning a more efficient
and flexible scheme, ECC allows SU to transmit immediately outside the TV coverage, but
with a lower maximum power as compared to locations further away.

The main challenge here is to determine the permissible transmit power for SUs at dif-
ferent locations in a fading environment in order to ensure the TV protection. In regulation
for TV broadcasting service, the protection requirement is defined by a minimum location
probability, i.e., the probability that the TV broadcasting service can be successfully re-
ceived at any given location inside the TV coverage. The typical value for the minimum
required location probability is 95%.

Similar to FCC’s recommendation, ECC report 159 also suggests the use of geo-
location database to facilitate the SU transmit power regulation. In general, the SU equipped
with location detection capability can send its location coordinates to the central database
and query for permissible transmit power and frequency bands through backbone network
or a dedicated spectrum. The database will then estimate the propagation loss from the
SU’s location to the TV coverage boundary based on the environmental information, such
as terrain profile, clutter height of the surroundings, etc. Based on the estimated median
pathloss gain and the TV signal at coverage boundary, the database can finally determine
the transmit power for the SU.

Since the protection requirement for the TV service is probabilistic with low viola-
tion allowance, accurate estimation of the secondary transmit power would involve Monte
Carlo simulation with large number of iterations. However, the complexity of such itera-
tive process is cubic time of the number of secondary users, TV coverage pixels and TV
channels to protect. Thus it can be challenging to implement for large scale scenario.

As a less computationally demanding alternative for high-level analysis, an analytical
model for calculating the permissible power was proposed in ECC report 159. This ap-
proach has been adopted in many recent studies on TVWS [15] [14]. However, as will be
illustrated later, the permissible power level is overestimated by 10 dB due to an approxi-
mation error in its process.

3.2 Permissible Transmit Power for Secondary User in TV White
Space (P3)

Contribution

In ECC report 159, the secondary permissible transmit power, Psu is limited by the location
probability constraint, defined as follows:

q2 = Pr{Ptv ≥ Pmintv + Itv + γsu (∆f)GPsu} ≥ q1 −∆q, (3.1)

where Ptv is the received TV signal power, and Pmintv is the sensitivity level of the TV
receiver. Itv is the TV to TV self-interference. γsu (∆f) is the minimum required TV
signal to SU interference ratio with frequency offset of ∆f , and G is the coupling gain
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between the SU and the TV receiver. G is assumed to be affected by shadow fading with
standard deviation σG. q1 is the location probability without secondary interference, and
∆q denotes the decrease in location probability caused by the secondary interference.

To obtain the permissible transmit power, SE43 proposed to first group Ptv , Pmintv and
Itv into a single variable Z and approximate it as a lognormal random variable based on
the shadow fading assumption. Similarly, G is also approximated by a lognormal random
variable. Then, the linear terms in the probability constraint are converted into dB and be-
come normally distributed. Finally, the value of the permissible transmit power is obtained
by applying the inverse of the complementary error function (erfc) to the linear terms.

PSE43∗
su(dBm) ≤ mẐ(dBm) −mG(dB) − γsu(∆f)(dB)

−
√

2erfc−1[2(1− q∗2)]
√
σ2
Ẑ(dB)

+ σ2
G(dB),

(3.2)

where m
Ẑ(dBm) and mG(dB) are the mean of the normal random variable Ẑ(dBm) and

G(dB), and σ
Ẑ(dB) and σG(dB) are their standard deviations, respectively. q∗2 is the mini-

mum location probability under secondary interference.
However, when we implemented this approach in the simulation, the actual TV viola-

tion is always higher than the intended level. After a careful examination, we identified
that the permissible transmit power is overestimated and its cause lies with the lognormal
approximation of Z, which is in fact not strictly positive especially for locations close to
the TV boundary:

Pr
{
Ptv − Pmintv − Itv ≤ 0

}
= 1− q1, (3.3)

Therefore, the approximation is erroneous and ignores the effect of fading in TV signal
links and TV self-interference. As a consequence, the secondary permissible transmit
power is overestimated by almost 10 dB. The secondary interference alone could cause
violation with probability around 1 − q2, and the total TV outage probability would be
1− q2 + 1− q1.

To avoid the approximation error and properly take into account the effect of TV signal
fading and TV self-interference, we proposed to apply a conditional probability to separate
the cases when Z is positive and when it is not.

q2 = Pr
{
P ∗su ≤

1
r(∆f)GZ

}
= Pr{Z < 0} · Pr

{
P ∗su ≤

1
γsu(∆f)GZ|Z < 0

}
+ Pr{Z ≥ 0} · Pr

{
P ∗su ≤

1
γsu(∆f)GZ|Z ≥ 0

}
.

(3.4)

Then Z|z>0 can be safely approximated as a lognormal random variable and be expressed
in dB. Finally the permissible transmit power can be expressed as follow:

P ∗su(dBm) ≤ m
Ẑ′(dBm) −mG(dB) − r(∆f)(dB)

−
√

2erfc−1[2(1− q∗2
q1

)]
√
σ2
Ẑ′(dB)

+ σ2
G(dB).

(3.5)
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Figure 3.1: Permissible transmit power for SU located at different distances from victim
TV receiver (q1 = 95%, σS = 8dB, σG = 10dB).

While we must use a numerical approach to obtain the different parameters of Z ′, the key
difference between Eq.(3.5) and Eq.(3.2) lies in the argument of the inverse Q-function.
With the new approach, q2 is explicitly bounded by q1, suggesting that any additional
secondary interference will only deteriorates the TV reception quality. In contrast, with
SE43’s approach q2 can be potentially set to any value even higher than q1 despite its
logical contradiction.

We compared the proposed approach with the Monte Carlo simulation results, which
provides the most accurate estimation of the permissible transmit power. As can be seen in
Fig 3.2, the results from the proposed approach matches closely with the simulation results.
The actual TV violation is also kept within the target level. We have also performed sen-
sitivity analysis of the proposed approach, which always shows good estimation accuracy
under various conditions.

Limitation

The proposed approach is built based on the same platform proposed by SE43 for sec-
ondary access using the geo-location database without any additional complexity. Due to
its easy incorporation into the existing framework and significantly improved estimation
accuracy, the proposal was accepted by SE43 and will be included in the next release of
ECC report on TVWS regulation to replace the original method. An important implication
of this study is that we should reexamine the previous predictions of the TVWS potential
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Figure 3.2: Permissible transmit power for SU located at 50 km away from victim TV
receiver with different q1 (σS = 8dB, σG = 10dB).

using the standard ECC 159 approach, as the ‘10 dB lower’ permissible transmit power
could lead to considerably less secondary reuse opportunities in TV bands.

On the other hand, this approach is still limited to single secondary user case. While it
can be extended to multi-user case by applying an additional interference margin as sug-
gested in ECC report 159, we believe it is necessary to develop more advanced methodol-
ogy for efficient usage of TVWS by multiple secondary users. We will address this issue
in the following chapter.





Chapter 4

Secondary Access in TV bands by
Multiple Secondary Users

As discussed in the previous chapter, initially the study on TVWS has been focusing on
the device level, considering only a single secondary user. But the aggregate interference
from multiple secondary users need to be addressed in order to achieve efficient TVWS
utilization and effective TV protection, since it is the major obstacle for the proliferation of
secondary systems. In particular, the adjacent channel interference poses as a unique chal-
lenge in the context of TVWS usage. Unlike the co-channel interference link in TVWS,
the interference link gain on the adjacent channel can not be estimated directly by the use
of either geo-location database or sensing, because the transmitting secondary users can
be located in the proximity of the victim TV receiving on an adjacent TV channel. Due
to the fact that the filter of legacy TV receiver is not designed for interference rejection,
they are affected by interference from not only the first adjacent channels but also channels
separated far away. As a result the cumulative effect of adjacent channel interferences from
a dense deployed secondary system can cause significant violation to the TV reception. To
address this issue we will first outline the modeling and the controlling of adjacent channel
interference. Then we summarize our investigation of optimal TVWS utilization under
constraint on the aggregated interference from both adjacent channels and co-channel.

4.1 Literature Review

The aggregate interference problem in TVWS can be analyzed from three perspective:
the modeling of ACI links, the aggregation of CCI and the cumulative effect of multi-
channel interference. The first aspect has not attracted much attention from the research
community, whose mindset is more used to the CCI dominated cellular-like system. Most
of the relevant study comes from the regulator side, particularly in the form of measure-
ments [11]. In contrast, the CCI problem has been extensively studied in either TVWS
setting or more generic dynamic spectrum access problem. Lastly, the model for the cu-
mulative effect of multi channel interference in TVWS has been discussed in Chapter 2
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and a similar model is used in the regulatory recommendations.

Adjacent Channel Interference (ACI)

Since the TV coverage is universal, a secondary device is inevitably located inside the
coverage of certain TV channel. The victim TV receiver in this case could be located close
to the SU and is receiving on the TV channel adjacent to the the one used by the SU.
The SU can not detect interfering link gain by sensing because the TV receiver is purely
passive. Geo-location database won’t help either in this case, because its limited resolution
forbids the estimation of the exact location of the TV receiver.

In an attempt to model the ACI link, the regulator had proposed the so-called reference
geometry [5], which basically represents the worst case interfering link geometry. Different
reference geometries are defined for different scenarios, such as mobile SU to roof top TV
antenna or fixed SU to roof top TV antenna, etc. But in each case the distance between the
SU and the TV reception antenna is fixed and corresponds to the highest propagation gain
(considering the TV antenna directivity). Recently, the European Broadcast Union [25] has
proposed to extend this model to multiple SUs case by placing three ’equivalent’ SUs at
the same distance from the TV receiver. But it remains unclear whether such a model can
indeed reflect the worst case or it is overly pessimistic. Nevertheless, most of the studies
that considered ACI have applied this model [15], [9], [14]. The results from these studies
appear to be indicating that ACI is the limiting factor for TVWS utilization. In our study
we will attempt to verify whether such finding is genuine or it is actually an artifact of the
ACI model.

Co-Channel Interference (CCI)

In contrast to the ACI problem, CCI has attracted considerable attention in academic re-
search. In particular, various analytical models for to the aggregate CCI has been pro-
posed. In [19], [26] and [18], the authors have proposed to model each CCI link as a
lognormal random variable and the aggregate CCI as a sum of lognormal random variables
with known mean and variance. Then the aggregate CCI can be approximated as another
lognormal random variable by applying Fenton Wiknson method [27].

Based on this model, the TV reception violation probability can be analytically de-
rived. To meet the probabilistic TV protection requirement, different resource allocation
scheme have been developed to maximize the TVWS utilization while protecting TV from
excessive CCI. In [26], a heuristic algorithm is proposed to control the SU transmit power
density for different SU deployment area. In [18], an optimal power allocation for dif-
ferent SUs is developed to maximize the aggregate throughput of the secondary system.
Unfortunately these studies on aggregate CCI are based one common assumption that the
secondary system is a cellular like system, which mainly causes CCI to the TV reception
and has negligible effect from ACI.

In comparison to these inputs from research community, the regulatory input on aggre-
gate CCI is much more simplistic. Both FCC and ECC have adopted similar approach in
extending the CCI problem from a single SU to multiple SUs by simply introducing a fixed
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Figure 4.1: System model for secondary access in TVWS.

interference margin to the SU transmit power. In [14], the authors have shown that such an
approach, while being easy to implement, failed to promote efficient TVWS utilization.

Cumulative Effect of Multi-Channel Interferences

As we discussed in Chapter 2, the interferences from different channels have cumulative
effect on the TV reception due to the poor interference rejection capability of the TV
receiver. While the general model proposed in SE 43 took into account of this cumulative
effect implicitly, most of the other studies ignored it in their analysis of TVWS availability,
as only CCI is considered. Even in the few study that considered ACI [15], the secondary
transmit power is calculated independently for each channel, instead of controlling the
aggregate interference from different channels. Consequently, the TVWS availability may
have been overestimated.

4.2 Controlling Aggregate Interference under Adjacent Channel
Interference Constraint in TV White space (P4)

Contribution

In this paper, we propose an analytical approach to determining the permissible transmit
power for short-range secondary users under aggregate ACI constraint in TV white space.
This approach employs statistical interference modeling which considers random deploy-
ment of secondary users, antenna gain pattern, shadow fading, and the cumulative effect of
interference from multiple adjacent channels.
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Cumulative interference model

The interference from a single ACI link on channel x is defined as

Ixsu = P ysugfgθ(θ)gr(d). (4.1)

Here gf is the channel fading random variable. gθ(θ) and gr(d) are the TV receiver an-
tenna gain [28] and the distance dependent pathloss between the SU and the TV receiver,
respectively. Note that d is generally unknown and can only be estimated based on SU
density, due to the uncertainty of TV receiver location. Therefore, any TV in the same
pixel on the same channel would experience the same level of interference statistically.

The cumulative effect of the multi channel ACI is modeled by an equivalent CCI de-
fined as follow:

I
x

su,a =
N∑
n=1

γsu (∆fx−yn)
γsu (0) Ixsu,n =

N∑
n=1

γsu (∆fx−yn)
γsu (0) P ynsuGn, (4.2)

where γsu (∆f) is the minimum required TV signal to SU interference ratio with frequency
offset of ∆f as defined in Chapter 2. Gn = gfgθ(θn)gr(dn) denotes the coupling gain of
the nth interfering link from adjacent channels. N is the total number of active SUs.

Random Deployment of Secondary Users

In theory, all SUs transmitting on channel y would contribute to the aggregate ACI no mat-
ter where it is deployed. In practice, however, the majority of the aggregate interference
from a poisson field is generated from a much smaller area, so called dominant interfer-
ence region. According to our numerical study and the results in [29], over 99.5% of the
aggregate interference in suburban environment would come from an area with radius less
than 500 meters.

Considering the typical resolution of geolocation database is around 150 meters to 250
meters, we can reasonably assume that the TV coverage quality and user density within the
dominant interference region is almost constant. Consequently, the transmit power of SUs
within this region can be approximated to be the same. The location probability of channel
x in pixel i is defined as

qi,x2 ≈ Pr

P i,xtv − Pmintv − γtvIi,xtv ≥
∑
y∈X−

i

P i,y∗su γ(∆fx−y)
Niε∑
n=1

Gn

 ≥ q∗, (4.3)

where N i
ε denotes the total number of active SUs transmitting on all adjacent channels

inside the dominant interference region centered at pixel i. X−i defines the set of channels
that not occupied in pixel i.

Furthermore, recall that the SUs are deployed following a poisson distribution. We can
use lognormal distribution to approximate the aggregate interference from the dominant
interference region. There are other candidate distributions for the interference approx-
imation, but lognormal distribution exhibits good match of the upper tail of the actual
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interference distribution while being analytically tractable. Denote Gia =
∑Niε
n=1 Gn. The

parameters of its lognormal approximation, µ
Ĝia

and σ
Ĝia

can be obtained by cumulant
matching:

κ1(Gia) = exp
[
µ
Ĝia

+ σ2
Ĝia
/2
]
, (4.4)

κ2(Gia) =
[
exp(σ2

Ĝia
)− 1

]
exp

(
2µ

Ĝia
+ σ2

Ĝia

)
. (4.5)

The cumulant κm(Gia) is given by

κm(Gia) = 2πλiµ̃m(Gf )µ̃m(Gθ)
∫ Rε

d0

gmr,su(r)rdr. (4.6)

Determine the SU transmit power

Following the methodology developed in the previous chapter, we maintain the location
probability requirement of the TV reception by limiting the secondary transmit power.
With the lognormal approximation of the aggregate ACI described above, we can translate
Eq.(4.3) into dB and apply erfc function to determine the secondary transmit power for
each SU independently on each different available TV channel.

We compared the performance of the proposed approach to the Reference geometry
based approach in terms of permitted secondary transmit power with different SU density.
Fig 4.2 is an example of the results comparison showing that the proposed approach per-
mits significantly higher secondary transmit power as compared to the reference geometry
approach, which appears to be overly pessimistic. Furthermore, we remark that the pro-
posed approach matches closely to the Monte Carlo simulation results and is adaptive to the
variation of SU density. Then we carried out a case study of the Stockholm area to analyze
the potential TVWS availability. Fig 4.3 depicts the different level of estimated secondary
transmit power in different parts of Stockholm area. Despite of the slightly pessimistic
propagation model used in the analysis, the result still shows considerable potential for
short range secondary access in the TV bands.

Limitations

To limit the scope of the study and also to facilitate the analytical formulation of the prob-
lems, we have made two strong assumptions whose validity has not been thoroughly inves-
tigated. The first assumption is that we can ignore the CCI from short range SUs. While
it may be intuitive to conclude that a TV receiver is unlikely be interfered by a low power,
below clutter height transmitter located far away (outside the TV coverage), we lack the
numerical data to quantitatively specify the class of the SU (transmitter height, maximum
power, etc). Another key assumption in our model is the approximately constant SU trans-
mit power within the dominant interference region. We are aware of that further investiga-
tion is necessary before we can extend this model to study secondary systems with a larger
dominant interference region or finer geo location database resolution.
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Figure 4.2: Permissible transmit power with different SU densities λ. q1 = 0.99, q∗2 =
0.95.

4.3 Secondary Access with Combined Co-Channel and Adjacent
Channel Interference Constraint (P5)

Contribution

As pointed out as one key limitation in the previous paper, the combined effect of both CCI
and ACI from different channels is investigated in this work. Particular emphasise is given
to the protection of TV receivers from harmful interferences originated from not only the
secondary users outside the TV coverage on the same channel but also those close to the
TV receivers operating on adjacent TV channels. In addition we propose an optimal user
allocation scheme that maximizes the number of admitted SUs under the combined multi-
channel interference constraint, Furthermore we provide a quantitative assessment of the
relative impact of ACI and CCI under various conditions, which can help us to identify the
dominant interfering source and simplify the resource allocation scheme in certain cases.

As a continuation of the previous studies, we also consider portable/mobile secondary
devices that can be deployed both indoor and outdoor. The TV is receiving through either
rooftop directional antenna or indoor set top antenna. The coexistence scenario between
the secondary transmitter and the primary receiver is depicted in Fig 4.4.

In the following analysis we focused on coexistence case C as it represents the most
CCI dominated situation and resembles one of the reference geometry in [5]. The victim
receiver is subject to both long distance CCI and short distance ACI. The cumulative ef-
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Figure 4.3: Permissible transmit power on the first adjacent channel to a broadcasting
channel in Stockholm area with q∗2 = 0.95.

(a) Case A: indoor SU and set top TV reception
antenna

(b) Case B: outdoor SU and set top TV reception
antenna

(c) Case C: outdoor SU and roof top TV reception
antenna

(d) Case D: indoor SU and roof top TV reception
antenna

Figure 4.4: Secondary access scenarios

fect of aggregate interference is modeled by the weighted summation of the interferences
from different channels [30] (similar to the ’Nuisance Field’ definition in [5]). However,
while the link distance of CCI can be reliably estimated by the geo-location database, the
ACI link distance can only be estimated based on the user density following the statistical
approach introduced in the previous paper.
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Therefore, we distinguish the effect of CCI and ACI as

Ikeff,i = CCIki +ACIki , (4.7)

where CCIki represents the aggregate co-channel interference received on channel k in
pixel i, and ACIki the effective adjacent channel interference inflicted on channel k in
pixel i.

The aggregate CCI is a sum of lognormal distributed random variables with known
mean and variance due to shadow fading. The aggregate ACI, on the other hand, is gener-
ated from interferers following a spatial Poisson distribution. As described in the previous
paper, the aggregate ACI can be approximated by a single lognormal random variable.
Therefore, the total equivalent interference is a summation of lognormal variables, which
in turn can be approximated by another lognormal random variable by applying Fenton-
Wickson method [27].

With the above modeling of the aggregate interference, we employ chance constrained
programming to formulate the optimal resource allocation problem, which maximize the
total number of admitted SUs while complying with the location probability constraint:

max
xk
i

m∑
i=1

∑
`∈Li

x`i

s.t. Pr
{
Ntv + Ikeff,i ≤

Ski
γ0

}
≥ q∗2 ,

0 ≤
∑
`∈Li

x`i ≤ ci,

0 ≤ x`i ≤ c′i,
∀fk ∈ Fi, ∀ai ∈ A.

(4.8)

Here, x`i is the number of SUs allowed to transmit on channel f` in pixel ai. Li is the set
of unoccupied TV channels in pixel ai, and m is the total number of pixels of the studied
area. Ntv is the noise floor and Ski is the received TV signal power. ci defines the total
number of SUs in pixel ai, while c′i set the limit on the maximum number of users that can
be admitted on each TV channel. Finally, Fi represent the set of broadcasting TV channels
in pixel ai and A the set of pixels of the studied area.

The location probability constraint is defined by the probabilistic constraint in Eq.(4.8).
Generally speaking, it is difficult to solve a chanced constrained problem directly. Thus, we
simplify the original problem formulation by first converting into a deterministic non-linear
constraint with Fenton-Wickson lognormal approximation; then following the proposed
approach in [19], the constraint can be further approximated by an linear constraint. Finally
we also approximate the number of admitted users as a continuous variable, so that the
original optimization problem can be simplified into a linear optimization problem.

By solving the linear program using standard numerical solver in Matlab [31], we in-
vestigate the relative impact of ACI and CCI on the optimal solution and the TV reception
violation. Fig 4.5 shows the optimal allocation of secondary users at the different locations
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Figure 4.5: Percentage of admitted SU at different distance from the TV station.

inside the TV coverage, and Fig 4.6 shows the resulting TV reception violation. Compared
to the case when combined interference constraint is applied, SU admission considering
only CCI constraint will cause significant violation to the TV reception. On the other hand,
SU admission considering only ACI causes slightly increased violation. It is evident that
the effective interference that causes damage to the TV reception is dominated by ACI.
However we also notice that the impact of ACI becomes less dominant as the secondary
user maximum transmit power increases or the TV receiver protection ratio improves. Nev-
ertheless, the dominance of ACI in the low power SU case suggests that the complexity of
the resource management can be significantly reduced as explicit coordination of CCI from
SUs spread over a large area is no longer needed. At the same time we also showed the
deficiency of existing frameworks considering only a CCI constraint as they provide insuf-
ficient protection against the damaging effect of ACI.

Limitations

The main limitation of our contribution is the empirical approximation of the non-linear
problem into a linear one, particularly the linearization of the transcendental equation of
the interference constraint. While this approach has been proven to show good approxima-
tion accuracy in typical TVWS setting, it is nonetheless desirable to derive tight analytical
bounds of the interference constraint. Another limitation is the implementation of the nu-
merical evaluation. Although the optimization problem formulation permits the implemen-
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tation of inhomogeneous environment, and varying protection ratio for different channel
separation, in the numerical example we assumed homogeneous SU demand as the worst
case scenario for ACI dominance, and flat protection ratio for simplicity. We reasoned that
non-flat protection ratio might lead to different user allocation, but would not affect the
dominant impact of ACI. Nevertheless, further investigation with detailed implementation
of non-flat protection ratio is required to fully support the argument.



Chapter 5

Conclusions

5.1 Concluding remarks

Nowadays, the lack of access to frequency bands for wireless data traffic has created the
so called ’spectrum scarcity’ phenomenon. It is regarded as a major barrier for providing
sufficient capacity to meet the growing demand for wireless data services. Secondary
spectrum access, particularly in the VHF/UHF TV bands, offers a unique opportunity for
the wireless operators to gain extra bandwidth at low cost. Therefore, it has attracted wide
interests from both research community and industry. In this thesis, we aim at drawing a
more comprehensive picture of the TV white space availability by thoroughly analyzing
the effective protection of TV reception and efficient utilization of TV White Space.

More specifically, our findings on the effect of interference on TV reception suggest
that the adjacent channel interference from a nearby short range secondary device is far
from negligible. In addition, we have noticed an accumulative effect of interferences from
multiple adjacent channels and described it by proposing an analytical model. Then we
investigate the regulation of transmit power from single secondary user and identify an
error in the existing regulatory framework that would lead to significant overestimation of
TV white space availability. By proposing a new analytical approach, we have corrected
the issue and replaced the previous method in the regulatory framework. Furthermore,
we have solved the challenge for estimating the aggregate adjacent channel interference
from secondary users randomly deployed inside TV coverage with a stochastic approach
based on Poisson point process and the accumulative effect model. Finally we have inte-
grated the proposed interference models and regulation approaches to formulate an opti-
mization problem and obtained the maximum TV white space opportunity for short range
secondary system. One of the key findings of the thesis is identifying the adjacent chan-
nel interferences as the critical limiting factor of the TV white space availability for short
range system. However, despite of the accumulative effect of multi-channel interference,
we still note considerable potential for secondary access by densely deployed short range
system when the proposed regulation approaches are implemented in the simulation of a
real-world scenario.

33
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Overall, the proposed models for the accumulative effect of aggregate interference and
the transmit power regulation process are well in line with the principles of ECC report 159,
and can be readily incorporated into its regulation framework. The stochastic approach for
estimating adjacent channel interference is more flexible than the existing reference ge-
ometry method. However, we also realize the limitation of our approach as it only covers
the short range system case, due to the assumption that most of the adjacent channel inter-
ferences are generated in a relatively small area. Further investigation would be required
to evaluate the applicability of the proposed approach for secondary system with large
coverage area.

5.2 Future Work

This thesis has been primarily focused on the protection of TV reception and the modeling
of secondary interference. Little effort has been devoted to the quality of service of the
secondary system. Thus, the main direction for future extension of this work is to incor-
porate the utility of secondary system and self-interference among secondary devices into
the analysis for spectrum opportunity, in order to provide quantitative results in terms of
system throughput instead of transmit power or admitted user number. Furthermore, the
analysis so far has considered the coexistence between the primary system and a single
secondary system. In reality, however, a diverse class of secondary systems would have
access to the primary spectrum simultaneously. So, the impact on spectrum opportunity of
aggregate interference from different secondary systems and the inter-system interference
is an interesting issue to be investigated in our future work.
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